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ABSTRACT
The use of machine learning (ML) for modeling is on the

rise. In the age of big data, this technique has shown great poten-
tial to describe complex physical phenomena in the form of mod-
els. More recently, ML has frequently been used for turbulence
modeling while the use of this technique for combustion model-
ing is still emerging. Gene expression programming (GEP) is one
class of ML that can be used as a tool for symbolic regression
and thus improve existing algebraic models using high-fidelity
data. Direct numerical simulation (DNS) is a powerful candi-
date for producing the required data for training GEP models
and validation. This paper therefore presents a highly efficient
DNS solver known as HiPSTAR, originally developed for simu-
lating non-reacting flows in particular in the context of turbo-
machinery. This solver has been extended to simulate reacting
flows. DNSs of two turbulent premixed jet flames with different
Karlovitz numbers are performed to produce the required data
for training. GEP is then used to develop algebraic flame surface
density models in the context of large-eddy simulation (LES). The
result of this work introduces new models which show excellent
performance in prediction of the flame surface density for pre-
mixed flames featuring different Karlovitz numbers.

NOMENCLATURE
c Progress variable
D Pipe diameter
f it Fitness of the individual

k Fourier mode
lr Radial distance
lz Streamwise distance
Ka Inlet Karlovitz number
L f Average flame length
M Inlet Mach number
Nr Number of points in the radial direction
Nz Number of points in the streamwise direction
r Radial position
R Pipe radius
ReD Reynolds number
SL Laminar flame speed
Sc Consumption speed
T Gas temperature
Tu Unburnt gas temperature
Tb Burnt gas temperature
Ub Inlet bulk velocity
u′ Velocity fluctuations
z Streamwise position
α Heat release parameter, (1−Tu/Tb)
δz Zel’dovich flame thickness
δL Thermal flame thickness
∆ Filter size
φ Equivalence ratio
θ Reduced temperature
Σ Velocity fluctuations
ω̇θ Filter size
ρ0 Unburnt gas density
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Σgen Generalised flame surface density
ΣDNS

gen Generalised flame surface density obtained from DNS
Ξgen Wrinkling factor
¯... LES filtered variable
< ... >s Averaged quantity over the flame surface
.̃.. Favre-average quantity
< ... > Volume averaged quantity
< ...|... > Conditional averaged quantity

Introduction
“Learn from experience” [1] can be used as a definition of

machine learning (ML) in simple terms. In the past 70 years,
this technique has been regularly used to find patterns in the data
and make decisions or undertake predictions based on the found
patterns. Thanks to the advances in computational power and the
increased amount of available data, ML has provided tremen-
dous opportunities for describing physical processes in the form
of models. More recently, ML has found its way into the field of
fluid mechanics, in areas such as flow modeling and flow opti-
mization and control [2].

ML methods can be divided into three groups. In the first
group, referred to as unsupervised learning, ML is used to find
patterns in the data without providing any models that relate in-
put parameters to output variables. Methods such as proper or-
thogonal decomposition (POD) and principal component analy-
sis (PCA) are in this category. On the other side of the spectrum,
supervised learning produces a model for predicting certain out-
put variables as a function of the inputs to the model. Neural net-
works and evolutionary algorithms belong to this group of ML.
In the third group, called semi-supervised learning, the model is
trained using a limited amount of data. Therefore, the algorithm
has an important role to play in producing a reasonably accurate
model. Methods such as generative adversarial networks and re-
inforcement learning fall in this category.

In the field of flow modeling, neural networks have received
significant attention, e.g. [3–5]. This is due to their ability to
model complex problems, thereby enhancing our predictive ca-
pabilities. Gene expression programming (GEP), classified un-
der evolutionary algorithms, has also been used for developing
turbulence models [6]. In this context, GEP is used as a symbolic
regression tool to produce a functional form for the model. The
advantage of such technique over neural networks approaches is
that the produced algebraic model clearly shows the relationship
between inputs and outputs, it can be easily implemented into a
solver and constraints can be imposed to ensure that the model
is in agreement with the fundamental physics of the problem. In
most cases, high-fidelity simulation data such as direct numeri-
cal simulation (DNS) are used to train models for the unresolved
terms in the lower-fidelity simulations. GEP has already shown
promising results in Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS)
and large-eddy simulation (LES) modeling, e.g. [6–9].

ML has been recently used in a few recent studies for com-
bustion modeling [10–18]. Several groups have used ML for di-
mensional reduction and produced improved predictions of the
presumed probability density functions (PDFs) or flamelet man-
ifolds [11, 16, 17]. Another group of studies has used neural net-
works to model unresolved terms in the LES formalism [10, 12].
For instance, the study by [12] used the convolutional neural net-
work (CNN) method to model the unresolved terms in the fil-
tered transport equation of the progress variable while the study
by Lapeyre et al. [10] used CNN to model the flame surface den-
sity (FSD), both showing encouraging results. One important
consideration here is the range of validity for these models. As
pointed out by Seltz et al. [12], the networks are expected to have
superior performance relative to the existing models for the con-
ditions close to the data used for training.

Producing accurate training data is an important part of ML.
In this regard, DNS as the most accurate technique for solving
the governing equations can play a key role. However, one limi-
tation for DNS is its high computational cost, in particular when
the conditions are close to those in practical applications. The
aim of this paper is therefore twofold. First, we present a com-
putationally efficient solver for performing DNS of combusting
flows. This combustion solver uses cylindrical coordinates and is
therefore more efficient for round jet flames compared with exist-
ing DNS solvers that use Cartesian coordinates. Second, we will
produce algebraic combustion models for LES using the GEP
algorithm using the DNS data produced by our solver covering
a large range of conditions on the premixed combustion regime
diagram.

1 Numerical methods
1.1 DNS data

The well-known high fidelity simulation solver HiPSTAR
was used in this study [19]. HiPSTAR is capable of performing
DNS and LES of compressible turbulent flows and has been used
in numerous studies of non-reacting flows [20–22]. The code is
parallelized for both central processing units (CPUs) and graph-
ics processing units (GPUs). It is a multi-block, structured curvi-
linear solver and can solve the governing equations in a cylin-
drical coordinate system, enabling efficient distribution of grid
points. The streamwise and radial directions are discretized us-
ing a fourth-order finite different scheme and Fourier decompo-
sition is employed for discretization in the azimuthal direction.
The coordinate mapping is restricted to two-dimensions, result-
ing in a smaller number of metric terms used in the solver. An
axis treatment based on parity conditions is imposed [23]. Sym-
metric skew-splitting is applied to the convective terms of the
governing equations to improve numerical stability [24].

This solver was recently modified such that it is now capa-
ble of performing combustion simulations using simple chem-
istry [25]. Numerous test cases were used for validation and
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a recent study investigating the impact of the inflow boundary
conditions on flame characteristics of a turbulent premixed flame
was undertaken [25].

This paper presents two DNS cases of statistically stationary
turbulent methane-air premixed jet flames with the jet Reynolds
number ReD = 10,000 at two different Karlovitz numbers. A
schematic of the computational domain is shown in Figure 1. To
reduce the computational cost, the domain is decomposed into
different subdomains with different grid resolutions. Subdomain
1 features a turbulent pipe flow with a length of 25D. The un-
burnt gas was issued from the pipe into subdomain 2 with a tur-
bulent flame anchored at the pipe lip. The flame was anchored
using the temperature and progress variable profiles of a laminar
premixed flame, with the same flame parameters as the turbulent
cases, specified across the width of the lip. The pipe flow was
fully coupled to the flame and therefore, there was no assump-
tion around the flow length and time scales at the flame base. A
coflow of hot burnt gases at the velocity of 1% of the jet bulk
velocity entered through subdomains 5 and 7. A digital-filter
based method was used to produce turbulent fluctuations at the
pipe inlet and characteristics inflow boundary conditions were
used at the co-flow boundary. Non-reflecting outflow boundary
conditions were used at the outflow in the radial and streamwise
directions [26].

FIGURE 1. Schematic of the computational domain.

Table 1 presents the number of points in the streamwise

and radial directions as well as the number of azimuthal Fourier
modes. The grid is finest in the radial direction at the pipe lip so
that the resolution at r/R = 1 corresponds to at least 20 points
across the thermal flame thickness. Polynomial stretching is ap-
plied with increasing radial and streamwise distance. In the az-
imuthal direction, the spacing in the physical coordinates corre-
sponds to at least 6 collocation points per thermal flame thick-
ness. More details of the computational domain can be found
in [25].

Block lz lr Nz Nr k

1 50/50 1/1 560/560 75/75 192/128

2 60/100 1/1 2000/240 75/75 192/128

3 60/100 0.1/0.1 2000/2400 25/25 192/128

4 60/100 7/17 2000/2400 200/290 192/128

5 50/50 7/17 480/480 200/290 32/32

6 60/100 37/27 2000/2400 300/240 8/8

7 50/50 37/27 480/480 300/240 8/8

TABLE 1. Dimensions, grid points and Fourier modes for Flame-low-
Ka/Flame-high-Ka.

The simulation parameters of the two flames labeled as
“Flame-low-Ka” and “Flame-high-Ka” are summarized in Table
2. Both flames have the same inlet velocity but different inlet
temperatures. As a result, the laminar flame speed is lower for
the case with lower inlet temperature. This leads to a higher
Karlovitz number due to a smaller SL and therefore a higher
u′/SL.

Single-step chemistry, representing the combustion of stoi-
chiometric methane/air mixture at atmospheric pressure is used.
This approach has been frequently used in the literature to study
flame-turbulence interaction (e.g. [27–30]), as it features a much
lower computational cost compared with detailed chemistry and
can capture the general flame behavior in response to turbulence.

This chemical model is constructed such that the laminar
flame speed, thermal flame thickness and the adiabatic flame
temperature match those obtained from the detailed chemistry
simulation of an unstrained laminar premixed flame with GRI
3.0. The Arrhenius law as a function of the obtained flame pa-
rameters such as α and β (see Table 2) is used to calculate the
reaction rates. Further details on the governing equations are pre-
sented in Ref. [25].
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Parameter Flame-low-Ka Flame-high-Ka

ReD 10000 10000

Tu 800 K 300 K

M 0.35 0.35

Φ 1.0 1.0

SL/Ub 0.00829 0.003

δth/D 0.037 0.246

δz/D 0.0167 0.0463

α 0.675 0.865

Ka 4 90

TABLE 2. Flame parameters.

1.2 Gene-Expression Programming (GEP)
As discussed earlier, GEP fits into the supervised learning

group of ML, which expresses functional forms as sequences of
variables and mathematical operators akin to sequences of genes
that make up an individual. At each generation (iteration), a pop-
ulation of individuals is evaluated based on their fitness to the
training data, and the concept of survival of the fittest is used to
select a portion of the population that survives into the next gen-
eration. The new generation is repopulated by the replication of
surviving individuals, while genetic variations, such as the pro-
cesses of mutation and genetic crossover are introduced to the
children to produce a diverse population. Then, individuals are
once again set to compete against each other in an iterative pro-
cess. In principle, GEP is a probabilistic search algorithm, where
the best solutions are found by retaining better variations over
successive iterations.

The workflow of the GEP-based symbolic regression is illus-
trated in Figure 2. First, a set of inputs is defined. This includes
the definition of the symbols to be used, e.g., +, −, exp, x, y,
and the reading of the training data associated with the symbols
x and y. The probabilities of the genetic operations are defined,
as well as the number of generations, population size, tourna-
ment size, number of genes per individual, genotype length, and
convergence criteria. An initial population of individuals is then
generated. The fitness of every individual is calculated using the
training data. The convergence is then checked to see if any fit-
ness is below the defined tolerance.

If the convergence criteria are met, the best solution is taken
to be the output of the process. If convergence is not met, a se-
lection (survival of the fitness) is done through the tournament
selection process to pick out surviving individuals that are car-
ried to the new generation. Genetic operators are then applied to
create the new population. With the new population generated,

the process loops back to begin the computation of the fitness
again.

It is worth noting that the GEP settings need to be care-
fully chosen to find a suitable model in a computationally effi-
cient manner. Important considerations include an appropriate
representation of the initial population, a careful choice of the
fitness function, an appropriate choice of the algorithm parame-
ters such as the population size and genetic operation rate, and
the high diversity of the population to avoid premature conver-
gence [31–33].

Selection of
genetic operators,
probabilities, etc.

Generate initial
population P 0

Compute
fitness of every
individual fpP i

j q
Increase gener-
ation i Ñ i ` 1

Apply genetic
operators to

new population

Selection of
fittest individuals
through tourna-
ment selection

Check conver-
gence criteria

Take the best
solution where

P i
j “ maxpfpP iqq

YesNo

FIGURE 2. Work-flow of the GEP algorithm.

In the concept of flame surface density for combustion mod-
eling, the unclosed reaction term is estimated using the following
formulation,

ω̇θ = ρ0 < Sc >s Σgen, (1)

where ω̇θ is the reaction rate for the reduced temperature, ρ0 is
the fresh gas temperature, < Sc >s is the surface-averaged con-
sumption speed and Σgen is the flame surface density. The vari-
able Σgen can then be modeled as,

Σgen = Ξgen |∇c|= f
(

∆

δz
,

u′
∆

SL

)
|∇c| , (2)

where Ξgen is the flame wrinkling factor, u′
∆

is the sub-grid scale
velocity fluctuations and δz is the laminar Zel’dovich flame thick-
ness. There are numerous algebraic models in the literature
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Name Model formulation

Charlette2 Σgen =
(

1+min
[

∆

δL
,Γ∆

(
u′

∆

SL

)])β

1
|∇c| where Γ∆ =[((

f−a1
u + f−a1

∆

)−1/a1
)−b1

+ f−b1
Re

]−1/b1

, Re∆ =
u′

∆
∆

ν
, b1 = 1.4,

β1 = 0.5, Ck = 1.5, a1 = 0.60 + 0.2exp
[
−0.1 u′

∆

SL

]
− 0.20exp

[
−0.01 ∆

δL

]
,

fu = 4
( 27

110Ck
)1/2 ( 18

55Ck
)( u′

∆

SL

)2
, f∆ =

{( 27
110Ckπ4/3

)[(
∆

δL

)4/3
−1
]}1/2

,

fRe =
[ 9

55 exp
(
−1.5Ckπ4/3Re−1

∆

)]1/2
Re1/2

∆

Fureby Σgen =
[
Γ

(
u′

∆

SL

)]D−2
· |∇c| where D = 2.05/(u′

∆
/SL +1)+2.35/(SL/u′

∆
+1)

Zimont
[

1+0.51 u′
∆

SL

3
4 ∆

δL

1
4

]
|∇c|

TABLE 3. FSD models from the literature.

describing the wrinkling factor Ξgen as a function of ∆/δz and
u′

∆
/SL [34]. Some of these models, described in Table 2 will

be used as a basis for testing the performance of the GEP ap-
proach. The objective of this study is to find an algebraic form
for the function f in equation 2. The fitness of the individuals
were evaluated by minimizing the error between the conditional
average of the training data and modeled results on the filtered
progress variable:

f it =
∆

∑

∫ (〈
Σgen|c,∆

〉
−
〈
ΣDNS

gen |c,∆
〉)2〈

ΣDNS
gen |c,∆

〉2 dc, (3)

where ∆ is the filter size.
Restrictions were placed on the minimum length of an indi-

vidual to prevent premature sub-optimal convergence to overly
simple solutions, and on the maximum number of nested opera-
tors to avoid excessively complex solutions. We also considered
a maximum of 5000 generations and a population size of 5000 in-
dividuals. The tournament size was limited to 5 and a maximum
length of 8 variables/operators were used for the GEP models.

2 Results
2.1 DNS of turbulent premixed flames

Figure 3 shows a visualization of the two flames by iso-
surfaces of the progress variable c = 0.87. This value of c corre-
sponds to the point of the maximum heat release rate of a freely
propagating premixed flame under the same conditions as the tur-
bulent cases. As expected, Flame-high-Ka is much longer due to
a smaller laminar flame speed. Furthermore, for this case, the

presence of large scale structures at downstream locations can be
inferred from the visualization of the flame surface.

The conditional means of the progress variable gradient
across the flame brush for both flames are also shown in Fig-
ure 3, along with the gradient for a freely propagating laminar
flame under the same conditions as the turbulent cases for com-
parison. The higher gradients in Flame-low-Ka indicate a thinner
flame brush compared to Flame-high-Ka. Close to the pipe exit
at z/L f = 0.04, both flames show higher gradients in compari-
son to the laminar flame profiles due to the high tangential strain
rate induced by the mean shear. At downstream locations, the
gradients for Flame-low-Ka are the same as those in a laminar
premixed flame, while Flame-high-Ka shows thickening of the
flame brush due to distortion of the preheat zone by turbulent
eddies.

The flame structures at three different streamwise locations,
visualized by ∇c are shown in Figure 4. Highly curved flame sur-
faces experiencing small scale wrinkling are observed for Flame-
low-Ka while larger scale wrinkling is present for Flame-high-
Ka. This is consistent with the results presented in Figure 3,
showing the presence of large structures at downstream locations
for Flame-high-Ka.

Figure 5 shows the time and azimuthally averaged flame sur-
face density of both flames. The jet half-width is also shown
with a blue line. Flame-high-Ka features smaller gradients of
the progress variable, consistent with the results shown previ-
ously. Furthermore, a stronger influence of the jet turbulence for
this case leads to a thicker flame brush, even close to the inflow
boundary. This is consistent with the results presented in Figure
4, indicating that large structures evolved in the shear layer can
still interact with the flame for Flame-high-Ka. Collectively, the
results presented in Figures 3 to 5 suggest that these two cases
feature different types of flame-turbulence interactions and are
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FIGURE 3. Visualization of Flame-low-Ka (left) and Flame-high-Ka
(right) by iso-surface of c = 0.87, and scalar gradient conditionally av-
eraged on c for Flame-low-Ka (top) and Flame-high-Ka (bottom).

therefore suitable for training more general combustion models.

2.2 Combustion modeling using GEP
To train the GEP models for LES, the DNS results were first

filtered using a Gaussian filter for different filter sizes ∆/δz = 1.7,
2.2, 4.4, 8.8 for Flame-low-Ka and ∆/δz = 1.6, 3.2, 4.3, 6.4 for
Flame-high-Ka. In this study, the training data consists of slices
on the r-θ plane at several streamwise locations corresponding
to 4%, 16%, 32%, 48%, 65%, 80%, and 96% of their respec-
tive mean flame length L f /D. A sampling of 100 time instants
were used for training. Since the expected value of Σgen for the
unburnt and burnt mixtures was zero (|∇c| = 0), only the data
within the range of 0.01 < c < 0.99 was used for training. The
variables ∆/δ and the subgrid-scale velocity fluctuations u′

∆
were

input to the model for the wrinkling factor. The variable u′
∆

was
calculated from the sub-grid turbulent kinetic energy as,

u′∆ =
√

(ũiui− ũiũi)/3. (4)

In total, the number of data points in the training dataset was
approximately 66 million.

´1 0 1
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z{
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´1 0 1
25

26

´1 0 1
4

5

z{
D

´1 0 1
13

14

´1 0 1
1

2
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z{
D

´1 0 1
1

2

r{D

FIGURE 4. Slices of local scalar gradient for Flame-low-Ka (left) and
Flame-high-Ka.

FIGURE 5. Time and azimuthally averaged surface density function
for Flame-low-Ka (left) and Flame-high-Ka (right).

Figure 6 shows examples of the filtered DNS data for both
flames. The thickening of the flame brush is observed as filter
size increases. Furthermore, flame regions featuring high curva-
ture values progressively smooth out for larger filter sizes.

Table 4 shows the three models generated using GEP de-
noted as GEPlow, trained using Flame-low-Ka only, GEPhigh,
trained using Flame-high-Ka only and GEPall, trained using the
data of both flames. GEPlow shows the lowest fitness value
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Name Model formulation f it

GEPlow Σgen = 0.636
(

u′
∆
/SL +(2.189+∆/δz)

3 +(u′
∆
/SL +3.934)1.5

)1/9
|∇c| 0.0031

GEPhigh Σgen = 1.413exp
(
1.742u′

∆
/S2

L/ f 2
1
)
|∇c| where f1 = 2u′

∆
/SL − ∆/δz +(

(∆/δz−2.718)3 +2.478
)0.5

+(u′
∆
/SL/(∆/δz−1))2

0.0224

GEPall Σgen = exp

(
((1−∆/δz)

2

∆/δz

(
14.301+(∆/δz+u′

∆
/S3

L)
1/3
)
)
|∇c| 0.0115

TABLE 4. GEP generated models.

FIGURE 6. Filtered streamwise slice of Flame-low-Ka (top) and
Flame-high-Ka (bottom) at 0.32L f .

among all, indicating better fitness compared with the other two
models.

Following the work of Chakraborty and Klein [34], the per-

formance of the algebraic FSD models are assessed using three
criteria: the variation of the volume-averaged FSD

〈
Σgen

〉
with

filter size, the correlation coefficient between the modeled FSD
and FSD from the DNS data, and the conditionally averaged val-
ues of FSD

〈
Σgen|c

〉
. The models are evaluated at streamwise

locations and filter sizes different from the training data set: at
locations corresponding to 10%, 40%, and 70% of the respective
mean flame length, and at filter sizes ∆/δz = 3, 9, and 12. The
GEP models are compared to models of similar form to Eq. 2,
including Charlette2 [35], Fureby [36], and Zimont [37]. The
models which use dynamic formulation, adjustable constants, or
additional variables are excluded in the current paper as these
features are not included in the current GEP formulations.

Figure 7 shows the variation of
〈
Σgen

〉
with ∆/δz. The ref-

erence models generally overestimate
〈
Σgen

〉
for both flames.

For Flame-low-Ka, the Fureby model provides better estimates
than the other reference models and gives reasonable estimates
at z/L = 0.4 and 0.85. The GEP models are able to give better
estimates of

〈
Σgen

〉
compared to the reference models for both

flames. Interestingly, while GEPlow shows a good performance
for both flames, GEPhigh shows some discrepancy for small fil-
ter sizes for Flame-low-Ka.

Figure 8 shows the correlation coefficient between the
DNS and the modeled FSD corr

(
Σgen,Σ

DNS
gen
)
, where a unity

value is desired. For large filter sizes, the GEP models show
corr

(
Σgen,Σ

DNS
gen
)

closest to unity among all models. The Fureby
model is the best out of the existing models for Flame-high-Ka.
One should note that all models for Σgen are dependent on |∇c|
through Eq. 2. Therefore, a high correlation between the pre-
dictions by the models and the DNS results does not necessarily
demonstrate a good performance of the model for the wrinkling
factor.

Figures 9 and 10 show the values of Σgen conditionally aver-
aged on c for both flames. The Charlette2 and Zimont models are
consistently overestimating

〈
Σgen|c

〉
for both flames. Consistent

with the results shown in Figure 7, the Fureby model provides
the best estimates out of the reference models for Flame-low-Ka,
at downstream locations. For Flame-high-Ka, all existing models
overpredict

〈
Σgen|c

〉
for all filter sizes at all locations while the
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FIGURE 7. Variation of volume averaged FSD with filter size.

GEP models clearly show excellent performance. A comparison
between the GEP models, once again shows that GEPlow has
a large range of validity both in terms of the Karlovitz number
as well as the filter size. One possible reason could be a larger
range of

〈
Σgen|c

〉
covered by Flame-low-Ka, making this case

more suitable for training a universal model for FSD.

2.3 Conclusions
Gene-expression programming (GEP) was used to develop

combustion models in the context of large-eddy simulation
(LES). Direct numerical simulations (DNSs) of two turbulent
premixed jet flames with different Karlovitz numbers were per-
formed using a computationally efficient solver known as HiP-
STAR. The filtered DNS data collected at different streamwise
locations of the two flames were used to train algebraic flame
surface density (FSD) models. Different subsets of the data were
used to investigate how the choice of the training dataset impacts
the performance of the GEP generated model. While the data of
each flame was used to produce a dedicated GEP model, the third
model was obtained using the data of both flames. The perfor-
mance of the GEP models against some of the existing models in
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Charlette2

Fureby
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3 9 12
Δ/.z

0.95

1.00

0.1

FIGURE 8. Correlation coefficient between DNS and modelled FSD
in the range of 0.1 < c < 0.9.

the literature was then examined. The GEP models were found
to have superior performance compared with the selected models
from the literature. Furthermore, the GEP model trained by the
low Karlovitz number flame only, was found more accurate for
predicting the wrinkling factor for both low and high Karlovitz
number flames. The results of this study show that GEP is a
promising tool for developing algebraic FSD models for LES.
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